
*Other upfront non-system costs may apply with Solar Flex but these will be quoted or listed as exclusions prior to sale.
Actual savings will depend on a range of factors particular to your circumstances, including daily consumption levels and patterns, distributor or network restrictions
(currently or in the future) and grid electricity rates and feed in tariffs. Origin cannot forecast future grid electricity rates and you must factor this in to your decision to
take up this service.

Solar Flex for irrigation

Solar has always worked

well to reduce electricity

costs when running irrigation

pumps.

The problem has been that

the return on investment

depends on how many days

a year you run the pump. It

doesn’t always make sense

to pay for a solar system.

Is solar flex right for you?

With Origin’s Solar Flex you can go solar without

paying for the system. Farmers can buy the energy

from the solar system at large discounts to the standard

grid rate.

This is great news because solar will reduce the cost while you are pumping and you will
also receive the solar feed in tariff of 10.1c/kWh when you are not pumping.

Solar Flex a gamechanger

In September 2017 the QLD

government announced the

Solar Feed in Tariff eligibility

had increased to a 30kW
inverter capacity.

“This is such a huge boost for farmers to 

reduce their daily energy bills without having 

to use capital on a solar system.” 

John Horan – Group Manager, Horan & Bird

Solar Flex for irrigation

How farmers are cutting their energy costs in half for $0 capital.

http://www.horanandbird.com.au/saas
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Solar Flex

The new way to go solar

Greater

certainty on 

energy costs

Lock in a low solar 

energy rate

$0 capital 

investment

No capital investment for 

the solar system* means 

you can save from day 

one

Maintenance 

included

We will maintain, manage 

and monitor the system

Sustainability

Demonstrate to staff 

and customers your 

commitment to the 

environment
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*You may incur other non-system costs but these will be quoted or listed as exclusions prior to sale.

Switching to solar doesn’t require a large upfront capital investment.  With our Solar Flex, you’ll be able to leave the ownership and 

upkeep of your solar system to us – which means you can start saving from day one, without needing to buy the system or pay for 

ongoing maintenance costs. 

If you choose Solar Flex, we’ll install a solar system that’s tailored to your roof and electricity consumption habits – and your business 

will have access to a new low solar electricity rate for any electricity the system produces during the day. 

You’ll sign a 10 or 15 year agreement to purchase the energy generated by the system, with certainty around the solar energy rate for 

the full term of the agreement.  And at the end of the term, you can buy the system or continue on with the agreement.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION                                                     CUMULATIVE SAVINGS WITH SOLAR FLEX

CONSUMPTION 

POWERED BY 

SOLAR

Go solar upfront
With our outright purchase solution

If you’re looking to purchase a solar system outright, we can design and construct on for you – and we’ll hand over the ownership to

you. You’ll still have the support of our experts throughout the entire process, from installation and grid connection application, to meter

exchange and rebate facilitation.

And, if you’re concerned about paying for the system upfront, we offer payment options to help pay for the system.

Ready to make the switch?

If you’re interested in finding a solar solution that’s right for your business, chat to one of 

our experts today on 1300 467 262.  You can send us an email to 

info@horanandbird.com.au to find out more.


